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preface

race and citizen identity in the classical athenian demo-
cracy examines how social actors identified as citizens during the fifth
and fourth centuries bce. From the mid fifth century onward, citizens
increasinglyappealed toa languageofbirthandancestry todevelopnar-
ratives about who they were as citizens. Citizens assumed that having
the right birth and ancestry not only qualified them for citizenship but
also endowed them with capacities and characteristics associated with
citizenship, including an inherited love for democracy. In this study, I
argue that these narratives articulate a vision of racial citizenship.
Since there is no current consensus on the issue of whether the con-

cepts of race and/or racialism canbe used to analyze ancient identities, I
thought it might be helpful to clarify why I am using the term “racial”
and what I mean by it. In this study, the term “racial” describes one
component or narrative of citizen identity (citizen identity was com-
posed of several narratives). I treat this narrative, racial citizenship, as
a form of social identity, and investigate the causes and conditions that
encouraged the Athenians to formulate and embrace it as well as the
way this narrative worked in practice. The study is roughly divided
between an examination of why and how racial citizenship emerged
and an investigation of its consequences for citizenship practices, his-
toriography, and policy decisions (inter alia). What must be stressed is
that nothing in this project hangs on the use of the term “racial” per se.
One might read this entire study substituting “ethnic” or some other
less controversial term for “racial.” In the final analysis, what I hope
will matter is the argument about citizen identity in the democracy
rather than simply the term I apply to one component of that identity.
Although speaking of racial citizenship opens thiswork up to poten-

tial misunderstanding, I have elected to use the label for two reasons.
The first is specificity. Although the fit is not exact, the concept of
racialism more closely captures the elements of the identity narrative
under considerationhere thandoes “ethnicity”or recent amalgams like
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x preface

“racial ethnicity,” as I discuss at length in Chapter 1. I stress, however,
that to speak of Athenian citizenship as having a racial component is
not to argue or assert that race and racisms as we know them today
existed in democratic Athens. The Athenians were not interested in
classifying all of humanity in hierarchically ranked and biologically
and/or culturally distinct races. They were interested in themselves, in
delineating the body of citizens and rationalizing who was entitled to
belong. By answering the question “Who belongs?” with reference to
bilateral nativity norms, they inadvertently paved the way to justify
their answer in racial terms.
The second reason I have chosen to employ the concept of racial citi-

zenship involves the apparentmotivation behind its genesis. TheAthe-
nians did not initially embrace racial citizenship in order to express
pre-existing ideas about their racial or ethnic superiority. Rather, the
need to justify the distribution of the polis’s resources, material and
symbolic, supplied the impetus for citizens to develop and adopt the
racial possibilities that their citizenship practices made available. His-
torians have shown that these are precisely the kinds of concerns that
stand behind the emergence of the race ideologies that remain with
us today (particularly in the United States). Although Athenian racial
citizenship does not prefigure modern racisms, it does offer a snapshot
of the conditions that can give rise to racial ideologies and racism. But
above and beyond whatever label we give to the narratives compris-
ing citizen identity, these narratives are part of the history of Athens’
democracy.Weshouldremember“thatmost granddemocraticprojects
in human history – from Athens to America – have xenophobic and
imperial roots” (West 2004, 42). Accordingly, if we wish to under-
stand something of this paradoxical entanglement or, more simply,
whatmade the Athenian democracy possible, wemust supplement the
study of institutions and the ideology promulgated therein to consider
the prior questions of “Who belongs?” and “Why?”
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